CirPark
Parking Guidance System
Indoor
More than 380 car parks are already using our Green&Efficient parking solutions
CirPark, with its Indoor Parking Guidance System, is one of the most impressive and long-lasting systems on the market. CirPark is a powerful management tool that optimises mobility in car parks and provides users with the information they need in order to park quickly and effectively. Operators, on the other hand, have an excellent tool with which to gain the loyalty of their customers, reducing pollution and optimising the occupancy of their facilities.

**Features**

+ Guides the driver to free places in real-time, using informative displays and crossing detectors.
+ Full range of light indicators for all kinds of facilities.
+ Quick and easy installation of the equipment and adaptable to any bracket without the need for tools.
+ “FUD” (Fake Ultrasonic Detection) technology to ensure maximum accuracy.
+ “Quicker and Easier” vacant bay finder with flashing green LED indicator option.
+ Software Scada. Multi-remote site management software for configuration, monitoring, statistics and reports with Internet connection.
+ Displays with VMS characteristics.
+ RSS communication.
+ OPC server for BMS communication protocol.
+ Management of parking areas and single bay detection according to occupancy.
+ Integrated energy saving system.
+ Integrated for Recharging Station for Electric Vehicles.
+ SDK (Software Development Kit) for developers.
What are the benefits for the car park owner?

+ Customer loyalty.
+ Increased value and performance of the car park.
+ Optimum capacity utilisation.
+ Improved traffic inside the car park.
+ Valuable cost reductions.
+ Reliability of information. 100% accuracy regarding real-time occupancy.
+ Reports and statistics.
+ Reduction of carbon monoxide emissions.
+ Control of each element that makes up the system.
+ Unattended car detection.
+ Increased security in the car park.

What are benefits for the customers of the car park?

+ Short time to find empty parking places.
+ Less stress and ease of parking.
+ Fuel savings.
+ Easy location of places for disabled people and reserved spaces.
+ Reduced risk due to improved traffic.
CirPark Software Scada is the efficient platform that combines all effective solutions for CIRCONTROL mobility in car parks. This platform is the most powerful and comprehensive tool, with the ultimate goal of minimising the operating costs of parking whilst providing the maximum level of ease for users. CirPark SCADA introduces many advantages to the market that are detailed below.
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